
ODOT District Work Zone Traffic Managers Meeting 
with OCA & ATSSA

April 12, 2018 @ 9:00 A.M., Room GA

MEETING MINUTES – REVISED 4/30/18

LIST OF ATTENDEES
NAME REPRESENTING EMAIL

Duane Soisson ODOT Roadway Engineering Duane.Soisson@dot.ohio.gov
Bill Feehan ODOT Roadway Engineering William.Feehan@dot.ohio.gov

Scott Roeder ODOT Roadway Engineering Scott.Roeder@dot.ohio.gov
Emily Willis ODOT Roadway Engineering Emily.Willis@dot.ohio.gov
Dan Groh ODOT Construction Dan.Groh@dot.ohio.gov

Scott Lucas ODOT Maintenance Scott.Lucas@dot.ohio.gov
Derrick Schierloh ODOT D1 Derrick.Schierloh@dot.ohio.gov
Michael Stormer ODOT D2 Michael.Stormer@dot.ohio.gov
Scott Ockunzzi ODOT D3 Scott.Ockunzzi@dot.ohio.gov
Mike Simpkins ODOT D4 Michael.Simpkins@dot.ohio.gov

Joshua Otworth ODOT D5 Joshua.Otworth@dot.ohio.gov
Gary Fetherolf ODOT D6 Gary.Fetherolf@dot.ohio.gov
Phil Stormer ODOT D7 Phil.Stormer@dot.ohio.gov
Scott Kraus ODOT D8 Scott.Kraus@dot.ohio.gov

Patricia Wetzel ODOT D9 Patricia.Wetzel@dot.ohio.gov
Dennis Oneil ODOT D12 Dennis.Oneil@dot.ohio.gov

Ron Garczewski Ohio FHWA Ron.Garczewski@dot.gov
Travis Bonnett Ohio Turnpike Travis.Bonnett@ohioturnpike.org

John Hall Ohio Turnpike John.Hall@ohioturnpike.org
Scott Porter City of Columbus scporter@columbus.gov
Barry Waites City of Columbus bwwaites@columbus.gov
Eric Hulme ATSSA/Area Wide Protective ehulme@awptraffic.com

Parr Peterson ATSSA/Paul Peterson Co parrp@ppco.net
Chris Engle OCA cengle@ohiocontractors.org

1) Meeting Minutes...........................................................................................................................
Meeting minutes for the January 10, 2018 meeting have not yet been finalized. They will be emailed out once 
completed.  

2) Work Zone Metrics......................................................................................................Bill Feehan
Please submit the locations for work zone metrics locations for 2018 along with all long term interstate projects 
for this season to Bill. 

ACTION ITEM: For Districts that have not done so already, please submit the requested info to Bill. .....PENDING

3) Grant Enforcement Program Update.........................................................................Emily Willis
Michael McNeil has not been able to meet with ODPS/OSHP but plans to do so next week. I will be able to notify 
districts of the selected projects after that meeting occurs and ODPS/OSHP agrees to the locations; however, 
enforcement activity under the grant program cannot begin until after both Directors sign the agreement. This 
date will likely be May 15th but may be sooner (zones that will be enforced by local agencies rather than OSHP 



will take longer due to additional legislation that would be needed). We will let you know the OSHP start date as 
soon as it is determined. D12 asked when the end date for this year is and Emily said that this will be 
communicated in the notification forthcoming but it is believed to be early November, possibly Nov 1.  

4) PLCS Development in MS2 Update ..................................................Emily Willis/Duane Soisson
Duane and Emily have been working with the MS2 developers to continue development of the PLCS in MS2. 
Currently we are helping them to understand the existing system and issues and have made it clear that we are 
not looking to replicate the system and want to improve on many items. Shared a CONCEPTUAL display with the 
group that shows the minimum number of lanes to keep open along with a map reference of the segment. 

We received the following questions and provided the noted responses:
D7: Will we still be able to bring up a system-wide schedule at once (to print out)? A: We have specifically noted 
this need in the requirements. 
D12: Concerned about telling them how many lanes to keep open rather than how many they can close – too 
much math. A: They still need to do the math with the existing system too but now this format covers for all ratio 
of lanes rather than just the first two (4:3, 4:2 and 4:1). 
D12: Will all the counts from traffic detectors able to be used for the PLCS system? A: All counts that are 
entered/accepted into MS2 and that contain all the necessary parameters (or can be filled in using historic info) is 
intended to be used. There are some counts that don’t classify and if we don’t have a % trucks (or historic info) 
then won’t likely be able to use it. 
FHWA: Are you considering changing the name of the system since it shows minimum number of lanes to remain 
open rather than when they can close a lane. A: We will consider this and discuss with MS2.
City of Columbus: Does this include add/drop lanes? A: No. Reflects only through lanes. 
Q: Will there still be seasons? A: No, going to monthly. 
D4: Are we able to go back and change the hours based on construction related activities that impact counts (e.g. 
long term ramp closures)? A: We will need to discuss this with MS2. A few ideas around this would be to cite a 
prior year range in the contract for new contracts in the area to avoid the impacted counts/results OR possibly 
override the information monthly as each month is developed prior to it being archived for future use. We will 
discuss with MS2. 



5) Work Zone Reviews ..............................................................................................Duane Soisson
Reminder to be reviewing work zones in your district and filling out the GoFormz.  

ACTION ITEM: DWZTMs to review projects and document using GoFormz. ..........................................ONGOING

6) GoFormz.........................................................................................................................Dan Groh
Dan provided a quick walk through of how to pull up, fill out and submit a GoFormz inspection. He also showed 
the group where the forms go to the sharepoint page once forms are submitted. This is where additional photos 
can be placed if you have more than what the form will accept. 

Dan also noted that if any districts have feedback on the form/questions/etc to let him know, particularly any 
questions that need reworded or if there are any missing topics. All projects are using GoFormz now. There is a 
phone in meeting that you can attend every other week if you wish to hear the latest and discuss any issues you 
may be having. 

D3: Would like a confirmation email from the system letting the user know that their form has been sent and a 
link to where the file went. 
D3: Is a particular browser better than another? Had a report from a project engineer that said GoFormz worked 
better in IE than Chrome. Dan said he hasn’t heard this but will check. (Update => Dan reported that GoFormz 
was built for Chrome.)
D6: Wants the photo to be under the comment rather than at the end of the document and wants to be able to 
add additional photos. Dan explained some of the limitations of the system and what the system was intended 
for before it was opened up for use like this. 
D7: The training would have been better if there wasn’t so much time in the beginning just uploading the 
applications on the devices and if the training was more specific to 614 form. Dan noted that unfortunately this is 
often the first part of training is getting everyone set up. 
ATSSA: Will contractors be able to use their own program rather than GoFormz once it is rolled out to contractor 
use? A: No, they will need to use the same program (GoFormz). 
OCA: Does the contractor have access to the sharepoint site to see the inspections that are submitted? A: Dan 
was unsure if they were able to see these or not. 

ACTION ITEM: DWZTMs to let Dan know if they have any feedback on the form questions or topics....ONGOING

7) Learning from Others Segment.....................................................................................................
The following are some of the latest situations that offer opportunity to provide teachable moments. If you 
discover a teachable moment that you would like to share, please send information to Duane, Emily and/or Bill. 
A) D8/Dump Truck in Open Exit Lane – Unsafe operation was spotted on the traffic cameras. Not only were 

penalties applied but quick communication to the job site halted the unsafe operation. 

B) D4/Success story of PennDOT I-90 Closure – Work closely with neighboring states and locals to mitigate 
traffic detours that impact either state. Close coordination and planning ahead including proper public 
notification can have a positive impact. 

C) D4/Locals Automated Enforcement of WZSZ – Reminder to notify OSHP and local enforcement agency when 
speed limits reductions will be initiated or terminated. Reminder to ensure that the contractor is always 
posting the appropriate speed limit and returning to the original posted speed limit when applicable. 



8) July 2018 Publication Briefing .....................................................E. Willis/D. Soisson/B. Feehan
ORE briefly reviewed over the publication changes that are scheduled to publish in July 2018. 
A) TEM 642-24 WZSZ Designer Note and Listing of Revision Location Table – Clarification made to the table 

where the revision numbers are recorded. Clarification made to the designer note to state to use the SLM to 
but may also insert the station numbers if desired. Clarification made to the designer note to state that the 
DSL sign months are to be in whole sign months and that the quantities for DSL “shall” be estimated and 
reported in accordance with SS 808 (and flatsheet signs “shall” be estimated as described within the designer 
note). .................................................................................................................................................Emily Willis

B) TEM 1296 Forms Index “From” and “To” Entry Information – Clarification to use the SLM to be compatible 
with the TRDMS..................................................................................................................................Emily Willis 

C) TEM 641-18, 605-11.3 removal of reference to 18” cones – Removal of information from the TEM to 
conform to the existing SCDs. ............................................................................................................Emily Willis

D) SCD MT-99.20 Update cone reference to “min” of 28” for daytime and applies the appropriate needs for 
use of cones at night (42” and drums in tapers) – Already requires “28 cones” but modifying to require “min 
of 28” cones” in daytime and other requirements for use of cones in regards to when used at night (42”; 
drums in tapers) .................................................................................................................................Emily Willis

E) CMS 615.05/615.09, TEM Figures 698-4, 6, 12 – Clarification regarding aggregate shoulder ......Dan G./Bill F.
F) WTS Plan Note (to be discussed as a separate topic) – See topic below. .........................................Emily Willis
G) 614.03 re: Training and Designated Person – Addition of two paragraphs. These apply to all projects, not 

just WTS project. One paragraph requires everyone to be trained appropriate to the job decisions that they 
are required to make due to Subpart K. Requiring repeat training every 5 yrs. The second paragraph requires 
that every project designate a trained person that has the primary responsibility and sufficient authority to 
implementing the TMP and other safety and mobility aspects of the project (per Subpart K). Requires 24 hr 
contact for the designated trained person and requires they are on site for and involved with each TTC set 
up/take down and each phase change. For projects with a WTS the designated trained person shall be the 
WTS. Ron noted that once published/effective FHWA will be spot checking to make sure that individuals are 
trained when they are reviewing projects. .............................................................Emily Willis/Ron Garczewski

H) Longitudinal Joints – Aiming for January 2019 publication for this one rather than July 2018. This past winter 
we heard of a lot of pavement repairs needed and wanted to see if other districts experienced this too? 
D8 – adding quantities for pavement (partial depth repair as directed by the Engineer with a pay item per 
year, sy or cy) and have found that the zones ride a lot nicer. 
D4 – Using D6 note for multi-year construction and working to get wheel path off the joints by taking some 
existing lane out when adding temp widening. 
D6 – Has experienced funding issues for mill/fill projects that get pushed back but trying to get spot repairs 
for these areas. ..................................................................................................................................Bill Feehan

9) WTS Plan Note Update .....................................................................Emily Willis/Duane Soisson
We are still in the process of refining 642-44 WTS plan note. Two major changes that we wanted to share with 
you today are regarding incident management components and training/prequalification. For now here are the 
details on the two components noted above plus the balance of the existing WTS plan note: 
A) Incident Management (IM) – The IM duties are being removed from the WTS plan note, reworked and a 

new Traffic IM (TIM) During MOT plan note is being created. Payment for this item is included in Item 614 
Maintaining Traffic. The contractor is to designate the Contractor TIM Contacts and all Contractor TIM 
Contacts shall have completed the Ohio TIM Training Program. We are working on this with Carl Merckle to 
create training specific to roles and duties applicable to contractors and project engineers. This will be 
available beginning July 2018 giving contractors 6-8 months to get all of their TIM Contacts trained prior to 
needing them in 2019. 

B) Training/Prequalification – We will be removing the list of training courses from the WTS plan note. WTSs 
will still be required to be trained appropriate to their duties (per the new 614.03 language) but we will not 
be specifying any specific training outlets. Instead WTSs will be required to successfully pass an ODOT 
administered test to become a prequalified WTS. Before they take the test they will be required to truthfully 
respond to a statement regarding having been trained per 614.03 requirement. If they have not been trained 
then they cannot take the test. ODOT will maintain a list of Prequalified WTSs. With this also comes the 
ability for us to disqualify a WTS if warranted. Re-testing will be required in 5 yr cycles to remain 



prequalified. Testing will be available beginning July 2018 giving contractors 6-8 months to get all of their 
WTSs prequalified prior to needing them in 2019. 

C) Balance of the existing WTS Plan Note – The balance of the existing plan note is still being worked on and 
details will be forthcoming. 

The new WTS and TIM During MOT plan notes will be published in July 2018 for implementation into Stage 3 or 
earlier plans (as typically required for any newly published plan note). We expect to see the new plan notes 
selling in late 2018 and beginning construction in Spring 2019. 

ACTION ITEM: CO to send copies of the changes out for review prior to Spec Committee review. ..........PENDING

10) Work Zone Speed Zones...................................................................Dennis O’Neil/Phil Stormer
A) D12 – Requests that the WZSZ process be modified to allow for a drop in speed limit for geometrics. Dennis 

has a situation where the speed limit is split between 35 mph and 50 mph. He brought the request to CO for 
consideration of lowering the speed limit (since it is under the original speed limit of 55 mph). CO agreed to 
add a variable speed limit with certain speeds given the specifics of the location; however, D12 decided to 
use advisory speed plaques instead. D6 has also had a concern on a few projects with curves and sight 
distance so he has used advisory speed plaques too. Turnpike has reduced in spot locations but they are 
under the OAC rather than the ORC and are not subject to the same requirements as us. CO is not pursuing 
the addition of a flat standard reduction for geometrics (beyond the amount already included in the variable 
speed limits for the higher speed limits). Use of advisory speed plaques, especially in spot locations, should 
be considered. Doing a reduction below what is already specified in our process (particularly a 24/7 
reduction) leads to an increase in speed variance. At the lower speed limits it is even more difficult to achieve 
compliance with a speed limit reduction than at the higher speed limits.   

B) D7 – Are other districts using WZSZs on microsurfacing projects? D6 – They have a few planned but have not 
seen it in practice yet. CO confirmed that if they have a stationary condition in place (example: stationary 
lane closure) that meets the criteria for use of the WZSZ then it is appropriate to use; however, if they do not 
have a stationary condition in place and it is a true mobile operation then the WZSZ would not apply at that 
time.   

11) Sweeping Operations .............................................................................................Dennis O’Neil
D12 inquired if other districts are using shadow vehicles for street sweeping on full freeway shoulders. TA-4 in the 
OMUTCD requires a shadow vehicle (with TMA as optional). City of Columbus is using shadow vehicles for 
sweeping. Many other districts responded that they are using shadow vehicles for sweeping. 

12) Best Practices ...................................................................................Scott Kraus/Patricia Wetzel
1) D8 is holding pre-season meetings on WTS projects to discuss common issues and things to look for. This is 

like a small version of winter construction school but for the WTS, prime, ODOT inspector, etc. 
2) D9 uses a dashcam with audio activated for inspection reviews. She will drive the zone and state concerns or 

items to look at and it gets recorded with the video. Then back at the office she can review the video/audio 
and create the inspection report. Other districts have been using dashcams/videos as well and shared the 
types they use.

 
13) 642-6 Holiday Plan Note ...........................................................................................Phil Stormer

D7 noted that that the Holiday plan note does not specify in the designer note when to use (e.g. 
freeways/expressways, etc). Duane noted that this note would apply to more than just freeways/expressways. 
There are projects where even one-Lane, two-way flagging operations should be restricted on holidays, etc.  

14) Speed Zone Enforcement.........................................................................................Barry Waites
It is difficult for enforcement to enforce long zones without pullovers or median turn arounds implemented. 
Consider including these on projects. D2 noted that they have incorporated pull off areas that can be used in their 
larger recent projects. UPDATE=> This also came up at the 1/11/18 DWZTM. See the meeting minutes for the 
1/11/18 Meeting for more information.     

15) Laser Paint Removal ......................................................................................................Dan Groh



Dan Groh recently visited a gentleman that demonstrated paint removal using lasers. Dan shared video of the 
demonstration. Turnpike shared that there is a NCHRP study about Effective Removal of Pavement Markings 
which included information on laser paint removal and a copy of this study can be downloaded at: 
http://www.trb.org/Publications/Blurbs/169776.aspx 

16) ATSSA’s 30th Anniversary Celebration ........................................................................Eric Hulme
ATSSA’s 30th Anniversary celebration will be held in Put-In-Bay with the Chapter meeting and other social 
activities. ATSSA is extending an invite to all. See Eric for details.    

Next Meeting
July 12, 2018 @ 9:00 AM, Room GA

Future Scheduled Meetings
October 11, 2018 @ 9:00 AM, Room GA
January 10, 2019 @ 9:00 AM, Room 4A
TENTATIVE April 11, 2019 @ 9:00 AM, Room TBD

 For planning purposes we keep 4 meetings scheduled at all 
times (1 yr). 

 After each meeting the date relating to a year in the future 
will be scheduled to reserve Room 4A. Reservations for this 
room may be made no earlier than 360 days in advance. 

 180 days in advance of each scheduled meeting date (when 
the reservations open) I will attempt to move the meeting 
location to GA so that non-ODOT attendees do not need 
escorted to the meeting room from the front desk.  

http://www.trb.org/Publications/Blurbs/169776.aspx

